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Instanton-type solutions with free (m+ 1)-parameters





A construction of instanton-type solutions with holomorphic functions as coecients is
discussed for the m-th member of the rst Painlevé hierarchy with a large parameter. The
solutions constructed here contain free (m+ 1)-parameters.
 1. Introduction
The rst Painlevé hierarchy with a large parameter  is a family of systems of
non-linear equations whose rst member is the traditional rst Painlevé equation with
. For m = 1; 2; : : : , the m-th member (PI)m of the hierarchy given in [9] consists of










= 2(uj+1 + u1uj + wj); j = 1; 2; : : : ; m;












vkvj k + cj + jmt:(1.2)
Here cj is a constant and jm stands for the Kronecker's delta and um+1 is assumed to
be zero.
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where  denotes an independent variable and by A  B we mean that A   B is zero
modulo m+2. Note that, with the condition that the coecients of m+1 of U and
V are zero, instanton-type solutions for (1.3) give ones for (1.1). Hence it suces to
construct instanton-type solutions for (1.3) by multiple-scale analysis.
Now we recall the solution space for (1.3) constructed in [3]. Let  :=  1
2
and
 := (1; : : : ; m) be m-independent variables. We denote by 
 an open subset in Ct
satisfying some conditions (see Section 2) and by M(
)[[]] (resp.O(
)[[]]) the set of
formal power series in  with coecients in multi-valued holomorphic functions with a
nite number of branching points and poles (resp. holomorphic functions) on 
. Then













e1 ; : : : ; em ; e 1 ; : : : ; e m

:
We also dene A^(
) (resp. A^O (
)) by the subset in A(
) (resp.AO (
)) consisting
of a formal power series of order less than or equal to  with respect to .
To obtain an instanton-type solution of (PI)m, we computed the system of partial
dierential equations in A^2(
) := (A^(
))2 associated with (1.3) and constructed its
solution (u; v) 2 A^2(
) with free 2m-parameters in [3]. In this article, taking param-
eters suitably, we prove that the solution (u; v) with free (m + 1)-parameters can be
constructed in (A^O (D))2 where D  Ct is a specic region described in Section 3.
Acknowledgements. The author would like to express her sincere gratitude to Pro-
fessors Naofumi Honda and Takashi Aoki for many helpful suggestions and discussions.
 2. Preparations
In this section, we briey review some results in [3] which are needed later. For
any x 2 A^(
), we dene i (x) (resp. j(x)) by the coecient of i (resp. j) in x
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(i; j  1). We consider the linearized equation of (1:3) along (u^0; v^0) given by
(2.1) u^0 = 1 
s
1 + 2C
1 + 2u^1; 0
; v^0 = 0:
Here u^1; 0 is taken so that the coecient of 













vi; j(t) i j;
where ui; j and vi; j (i; j  1) denote unknown functions of the variable t. Then (1.3)
is transformed by a change of (U; V ) =
 
u^0+(1  u^0)u; v^0+(1  u^0)v

into the system


































































(1 + 2u^1;0)x  1(x)
!








i in , where  is the set of formal power series of
 without constant terms.
As the principal parts of (2.3) are expressed by the map Q, we construct the
solution (u; v) so that it is a linear combination of eigenvector A()'s of Q. Here A()
is said to be the eigenvector corresponding to an eigenvalue  of Q if A() satises
Q(A()) = A(). We can see that the eigenvalue  of Q is a root of the algebraic
equation
(2.6) (; t) := g()m  
mX
k=1
u^k; 0g()m k = 0; g() :=




where u^k; 0 denote the coecient of 
k in u^0 given by (2.1). Note that (; t) is an even
function of . Let 1(t); : : : ; m(t) be the roots of the algebraic equation (2.6) of 
with convention k =   k (1  k  m). We denote by E the set of turning points of
(PI)m, i.e. the zero set of the discriminant of (2.6). Let 
 be an open subset in C n E
and we consider our problem on 
. For any  (1; : : : ; m; t; ; ) 2 A^(
), we dene
the morphism  by




1(s)ds; : : : ; 
Z t
m(s)ds; t; ; 





+   + m @
@m
 Q:(2.8)












































Here S(u; v) and  have been given by (2.4). Let us recall the denition of instanton-
type solutions for (PI)m.
Denition 2.1 ([3]). A formal solution (U; V ) on 
 of (1:3) is called of instanton-
type if (U; V ) has the form (u^0; v^0) + (1  u^0)((u); (v)) for which (u; v) 2 A^2(
) is a
solution of (2:9).
The main theorem in [3] is as follows.
Theorem 2.1 ([3, Theorem 5.3]). Let 
 be an open subset in C n E. Then
we have instanton-type solutions for (PI)m with free 2m-parameters ( m; : : : ; m) 2
C2m[[ 1]]. Especially, we can construct the solution (u; v) in A^2(
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and






1A   j2 :
Here g(k) has been dened by (2.6).
The following lemma shows the more explicit form of the leading term fk; 12 of fk
in (2.10) with respect to .
Lemma 2.1 ([3, Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.10]). We have
(2.13) fk; 12 = !ke
k (1  jkj  m);
where !k, ! k (1  k  m) are multi-valued holomorphic functions on 






































with free 2m-parameters ((1) m; : : : ; 
(1)
m ) 2 C2m. Here '(k; j) are rational functions of
the variables ` (1  `  m) and hk are multi-valued holomorphic functions of nite
determination in 
 with the conditions
(2.15) '(k; j) = '( k; j) (1  j  m); hk = h k:
The strict forms of '(k; j) and hk are also given in [3].
 3. Existence of instanton-type solutions with holomorphic functions as
coecients
In this section, we prove that we have a solution (u; v) 2 (A^O (D))2 containing free
(m + 1)-parameters for (2.9), where D( Ct) is a specic region described below. In






Dj; i with Dj; i := ft 2 C; i(t) 6= kj(t) for any k 2 R n f0gg :
From now on, we consider the case of j = 1. For any t 2 D1nE, the line L := fk1(t); k 2
Rg divides the complex plane C into two half-planes. Noticing the relation  k =  k
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(1  k  m), we see that each half-plane contains m   1 eigenvalues. We may assume
that eigenvalues contained in the same half-plane are (2; : : : ; m) and ( 2; : : : ;  m)
respectively. Then, putting ((1) m; : : : ; 
(1)
 2) = (0; : : : ; 0) in (2.14), we have the leading
term ((u); (v)) of (u; v) with m+ 1 free parameters in the form




Here !k has been dened by (2.14). Generally, putting ( m; : : : ;  2) = (0; : : : ; 0) in
( m; : : : ; m) constructed in Theorem 2.1, we can construct the solution (u; v) with
free (m+ 1)-parameters in Cm+1[[ 1]] for (2.9).
Next, let us specify a domain on which the solution (u; v) with holomorphic func-
tions as coecients is dened. By the denition of the operator P , for any 1  i  m
and (q1; q2; : : : ; qm) 2 (Z Zm 10 ), we see
(3.3)
P (A(i)eq11+q22++qmm)
= ((q11 + q22 +   + qmm)  i)A(i)eq11+q22++qmm :
Therefore it suces to take a domain so that ((q11 + q22 +   + qmm)  i) is never
zero for any (q1; q2; : : : ; qm) 2 (Z Zm 10 ) except for qi = 1 and qk = 0 (k 6= i).
Let us denote by H one of half planes divided by the line L. Then, as i's
(2  i  m) belong to the same half-plane H, we have q22 +    + qmm 2 H for
any (q2;    ; qm) 2 Zm 10 n f0g. Hence q11 + q22 +    + qmm is never zero for any
(q1; q2; : : : ; qm) 2 (Z  Zm 10 ) n f0g. By these observations, we see that the zero set of
((q11 + q22 +    + qmm)   i) in (3.3) is contained in the union of subsets dened
by the following equations.
(3.4) q11 + q22 +   + qi 1i 1 + qi+1i+1 +   + qmm = i; 2  i  m





ft 2 K1; q11(t) +   + qi 1i 1(t) + qi+1i+1(t) +   + qmm(t) = i(t)g :
Here q runs through (q1; : : : ; qi 1; qi+1; : : : ; qm) 2 Z  Zm 20 . Let  be the projective
map from the half-plane H to bL := fkp 11(t); k 2 Rg \H for any t 2 K1. We set M
and m by
M = maxfmaxt2K1 j(i(t))jgmi=2 and m = minfmint2K1 j(i(t))jgmi=2;
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respectively. If t 2 bK1, we have mX
j=2;
j 6=i
j(qjj(t))j = j(i(t))j for some 2  i  m. Hence
m(q2 +    + qm)  M . Therefore the second union with respect to q of (3.5) is nite.
As, for t 2 K1 n bK1, the ((q11 + q22 +    + qmm)   i) in (3.3) never become zero,
all coecients in fk of (2.10) are holomorphic on a connected component of K1 n bK1.
Note that, by the same arguments, we have the similar result as above when we put
(2; : : : ; m) = (0; : : : ; 0) instead of ( m; : : : ;  2) = (0; : : : ; 0). Summing up, we
have the theorem below.






ft 2 Kj ; q11(t) +   + qi 1i 1(t) + qi+1i+1(t) +   + qmm(t) = i(t)g ;
where the qj runs through Z and the other qk (k 6= j) runs through Z0 and m+1 := 0.
Theorem 3.1. For any 1  j  m, we have instanton-type solutions of (PI)m
which are dened on 
j := Kj n bKj with free (m + 1)-parameters in Cm+1[[ 1]].
Especially, we can construct the solution (u; v) in (A^O (
j))2 for (2.9) of the form
(2.10).
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